
Technology is changing at a rapid speed - and with it, customer expectations. Salesforce is an immensely 

powerful tool with countless capabilities. So when it comes to embarking on a digital transformation journey, 

our customers often face three challenges: Where should we start? How do we effectively and methodically 

manage these changes? How can we maintain focus on launching something that doesn’t just “work,” but truly 

contributes to our transformational goals? Trifecta’s Salesforce experts help you avoid the paralysis generated by 

these questions, and others, by bringing clarity to the digital transformation process. 

Digital Transformation can be Difficult; Trifecta Creates Clear Plans for Success!
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1. You have a current or planned multi-cloud environment.

2. An existing implementation needs optimization to achieve true Customer 360.

3. Past implementations involved multiple partners and/or internal resources.

4. You need expert guidance about staging projects and process improvements 

across departments simultaneously, determining dependencies, and leveraging 

best practices.

5. You want a value-driven, results-oriented plan that decreases long-term costs 

and drives greater success outcomes across multi-cloud solutions.

Five Reasons to Consider a Strategic Roadmapping Engagement:

“Today, now, this very moment, is the slowest pace of change you will 
experience in the rest of your life.” 

- Jonathan MacDonald

• It’s not an additional cost; it’s an up-front cost to tie together your 

plan, your initiatives, and ensure success.

• Information gathered during this engagement will streamline all 

future initiatives at the cloud level, while reducing risk.

• Ensures all future implementation and improvement projects will 

produce the outcomes and benefits you are targeting.

• It increases internal and external adoption, plus reduces your total 

cost of implementation and ownership.

How will a Strategic Roadmap Benefit your Organization?
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Strategic Roadmapping: Engagement Details

This phase of the process involves conducting a series of workshop sessions to develop an understanding of 
your business, current technological environment landscape, and goals. Sessions will include leadership and key 
stakeholders, as well as a Trifecta Salesforce Consultant and Salesforce Architect. Specific topics may include:

Stage 1: Analysis

  Overall values & strategic plan
  Customer engagement life cycle
  Desired capabilities, goals, and KPIs
  Current SF environment and capabilities 

  Additional IT architecture landscape
  Technical issues and limitations
  Standards and best practices
  Change- and release-management processes

Based on the information gathered and uncovered during the analysis phase, Trifecta’s team will develop a clear 
and detailed architectural plan for all upcoming implementation phases. This result of this phase is the final 
deliverable: the Salesforce Strategic Roadmap document. It will include the following elements:

  Multi-phase solution implementation blueprint
  High-level project plan
  Expected outcomes of each project phase

  Team structure required to support plan 
      recommendations, from both your
      organization & Trifecta
  Phased costs & value points

Stage 2: Planning

Complete your strategic roadmap in as little as 2 weeks starting at $44,400!

Our strategic consulting engagements guide organizations in 

creating a holistic plan and strategy for optimizing their use of 

the Salesforce platform. Trifecta’s roadmapping plans align with 

your organization’s overall values and strategic plan. They are a 

consensus-driven effort incorporating input from your leadership, 

key stakeholders, and staff. The plans outline clear and incremental 

objectives and the activities and tactics required to make them a 

reality. 

The result is a custom, dynamic, and ever-present document in 

the arsenal of your organization that can flex as the needs and 

objectives of your organization change. 

Trifecta’s Approach to Roadmapping
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